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On Jordan models of C0-contractions 
VLADIMIR MULLER 
In [7] the following theorem was proved: 
Let T be a contraction of class C0 on a separable Hilbert space. Then there exists 
an (up to constant factors of modulus 1) unique sequence {m,}" of inner scalar func-
tions such that: 
1) mi+i\mi> >-e- mi+i divides mt, for each i, 
2) T is quasisimilar to 5 (TM 1 )©5(WJ 2 )©. . . (the "Jordan model" of T). 
In [1] and [2] it was proved that if T has finite defect indices ST=5T*=n then, 
for i'= 1, 2, ..., n, rrii is equal to the (n — i+ l)-th invariant factor of the characteristic 
function of T. 
At the end of [8] the problem was raised what is the relation of the functions 
mi to the characteristic function of T in the general case. We are going to give an 
answer to this question. 
The main result (Theorem 1) can be also deduced from [9], Corollary 3.4. The 
methods of the proof, however, are quite different. 
The author wishes to thank to Professor Szokefalvi-Nagy for his kind help 
during the final preparation of this paper. 
We shall use the notations introduced in [2], [4], [6] and [8]. By we mean 
the Banach algebra of bounded holomorphic functions on the disc |A| < 1. If 
u,v£H°° then uAv means the largest common inner divisor of u and v. For 
l^n^oo we define, as in [8], Ji(n) as the set of nXn matrices A=(aij) over H°° 
for which 
' j i 
holds for 1 and for every square-summable sequence of complex numbers, 
i.e. whose values A (a) (|A|<1) are operators on the complex euclidean «-space 
En, bounded by the constant K. 
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For A£Jl(ri) and a natural number r, r^n, we define @r(A) as the largest 
common inner divisor of all minors of A of order r. The invariant factors Sr(A) 
of A are then defined by 
fl(A) = 91(A) and 8,{A) = for r g 2 
(we put &r(A)=Q if @r(A)=0). A matrix A£J/(n) is called inner (inner from 
both sides) if A is isometry (unitary) valued almost everywhere on the unit circle. 
For A£Ji(n) inner we define the operator S(A) on the Hilbert space 9>(A) = 
= H2(E„)QAH2(En) by S(A)u = Pm)(?M). If T is an operator on § and T' is 
an operator on £>' we write T -<T' if there exists an injective operator X: 
such that XT=T'X. If X can be chosen such that = we write 7 X 7 " . 
T a n d T' are called quasisimilar ( r ~ 7 " ) if T<T' and T'<T. We write TZ T' 
if T and T' are unitarily equivalent. 
L e m m a 1. Let the matrix A^Jl(n) ( l s « s < » ) be inner from both sides and 
have a scalar multiple ij/ inner. Let Qcjt(«) be such that QA = AQ = ij/In. 
Then £k(Q)\ij/ for k= 1 ,2 , . . . . Let \i/k = \jj\ik(Q). Then for every natural number 
r^n there exist matrices A, A£Ji(ri) with a common scalar multiple h A ip= I. 
and a matrix Brd Jt (n) (n' + r = n) inner from both sides and having the scalar multiple 
ip r-h such that AA=BA, where ,8=diag[i/^, . . . , ipr, Br]£Jf(n). 
P r o o f . According to Theorem 1 of [8] there exist matrices M, N£Ji(n) with 
the respective scalar multiples cpx and <p2, such that (p1-<p2Ai]/=l, MQ = Q'N 
where Q' is a matrix of the form Q' = diag [S^Q), .. . , S r(Q), Q'r] with 
Q' r£Ji(n ' ) (« '+/•=«) and £1(Q)\<?2(Q)\...\£r(Q)\Q'r. 
Because M and N also have the scalar multiple (p=<p1-q>2 there exist matrices 
M", NaeJt(n) such that MMa = MaM=NNa=N"N=<p •/„. Set A' = NAM". 
Then we have Q'A' = Q'NAMa = MQAMa = (p^/-In and q>A' Q'= A'Q'NN" = 
—NAM"MQNa=(p2ip • /„, hence A'Q'=<pij/ •/„. A' is necessarily of the form 
Q' Q' 
diag [<j3iAi, ...,<pi]/„Ar], where Ar£Jt(n) and = Ar=<p\pr-1„. Let 
(p=(p..(pe and Ar = AriAre be the canonical inner-outer factorizations of q> 
and ^.respectively. Set B=d'mg[<]/1, ..., ijrr, Ari],A = (pN, /1=diag [<p, . . . , cp,Are]M. 
r times 
Then we have 5/t = diag [<piply ..., (pipr, Ar] • M=A'M=NAMaM=(pNA=AA. 
By [4] (V. 6. 4) Are has the scalar multiple cpe so the matrices A and A have the 
scalar multiple h = <p2. On the other hand, Ari has the scalar multiple q>t • \j/r. So 
Ari is inner from both sides by [4] (V. 6.2), and B, A and A satisfy all the con-
ditions required. 
L e m m a 2. Let the matrices A, Jl(n) ( 1 ^ « ^ ° ° ) be inner from both 
sides and have scalar multiples 1¡/ and iph, respectively, where Ah = I and is 
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inner. Let A and A £ Jl (n) be matrices with the scalar multiple h, i.e. AA" = 
= A"A = AAa = Aa A=hl„ for some A", Aa£Ji(n). Suppose AA=BA. Then: 
1) the operator X: ( A ) d e f i n e d by X=PS>(B)A is injective 
and satisfies XS(A) = S(B)X; 
2) the operator Y: 5(B)-§,(A) defined by Y=PSl(A)Aa\h(E) satisfies YS(B) = 
= S(A) Y and we have h{S(B) |9i) = 0, where 9l = ker Y. 
P r o o f . The proof of (1) is the same as in [1] or [6], and we repeat it only to 
be seen how does case 2 differ from case 1. 
We have A AH HEn)=BAH%E„) c BH2(E„) so P^B)AP^A)=P^A. Hence 
XS(A) = P^AP^U+mA)=Ps(B)AU+mA)=-Pwl)U+AmA) = 
= PUB)U+ PSi{B)A\9)(A) = S(B)X (where U+: H2(En)^H2(En) is defined by 
U+u=Xu). Let u£$>(A) and Xu = 0, i.e. AufBH2(En). As A and B are analytic 
functions inner from both sides, the corresponding multiplication operators on 
L"-(En) are unitary. Set f=A~1u. Then BAf= A Af= Au(iBH2 (E„); hence 
AfeH2(En). On the other hand, we have Af=u£H2(En). Hence hf= 
= A"Af£ A" H2(En)czH2(E„) and \l/f=A"Af=Aau£AaH2(En)czH2(En) (this is the 
place where the proof does not work in case 2 because we get only iihf= 
=BaBfeH2(E„) then). Since hh^=\,hf£H2(En) andij/f£H'(En) imply fcH2(E„) 
by the Lemma of [3]. So u=Af£AH2(En). Since, on the other hand, u£H(A) = 
= H2(E„)QAH2(En) we conclude that u=0. Thus X is an injective operator. 
As for 2, note that hAAa = AaAAAa = AaBAAa = hAaB and hence AAa = 
= AaB. We prove as above that YS(B)=S(A)Y. From this it follows that the 
subspace 9t = ker Y is ¿»(^-invariant. Let u£N, i.e. A"u£AH2(E„). Then hu = 
= AAau£AAH2(En) = BAH2(E„)c:BH2(E„). We have h(S(B)) = uPUB)(hu)£ 
fPS)(ByBH2(En) = 0. Hence A(S(fi) |9l)=0. 
Now we are able to prove our main theorem: 
T h e o r e m 1. Let T be an operator of class C0 acting on a separable Hilbert 
space. Let 0 be the characteristic function of T and let Q be a contractive analytic 
function such that 0Q=Q0 =\pl„, where ipi is inner and n is the defect index 
of T (such an Q exists by [4], VI. 5.1). Let S(m1)@S(m2)®--- be the Jordan model of 
T. Then mr — ̂ \ir{fi) for every natural number r^n (if n is finite then in this 
notation mj = 1 for i> n). 
P r o o f . Let r be an integer, r^n. By Lemma 1 there exist matrices A, A, 
0'£j/(n) such that A0 = 0'A, A and A have a scalar multiple h, /zA^ = l and 
0 ' = diag [xl/1, ..., t/^, 0'r], where \j/i = \j/l$'i(Q) (i= 1, ..., r), and 0'r is inner from 
both sides and has the scalar multiple hij/r. 
I. We prove first mr\il/r. 
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By Lemma 2 the operator X=Pue,}A | § ( 0 ) is injective and XS(Q) = 
= S(0')X, i.e. 5 ( 0 ) <S(0'). In the same time S ( 0 ) ~ r ~ 5 ( M ) , where 
Af=diag [/7J15 m2 , ...], 5 ( A 0 = 5(m1)©5(/w2)© ••• and § ( M ) = S i w O O S ^ ) © • • • . 
Hence S(M) -< 5(0 ' ) - Let Z : § ( M ) — § ( 0 ' ) be an injective operator such that 
ZS{M) = 5 ( 0 ' ) Z . Put <p=h$„ 9K=<p(5(M))§(M) and 9R '=<p(5 (0 ' ) )§ (0 ' ) . 
We proceed as in [5]. We have Z5WcZ<p(5(M))§(M) = (p(5(0 ' ) )Z§(Af)c : 
c<p(5(0 ' ) )§(0 ' )=S>? ' and 2R and 9JT are obviously subspaces invariant to S(M) 
and 5 ( 0 ' ) , respectively. Hence 5(M) |9J i -< 5 ( 0 ' ) | 9 T . But 5(0 ' ) |9J t ' is unitarily 
equivalent to the operator S(nl/ll(il/lAq>))® S(\l/r-J(\l/r-1A(p))= S^ij/Jil/^®... 
. . .®S(^P_1 /^ r)=S(iP(i2)/«ii(Q))©.. ' .©S(<i , r(C)/i , r_1(Q)) (see [6]). In the same 
way 5 ( M ) |9TC is unitarily equivalent to the operator 
' S(m1l(m1f\(p))@S(m2/(m2A<p))@••• . 
From Proposition 2 of [5] it follows that 5(M)190iGC0(r — 1); hence mr\<p. Since 
mrNh = 1. it is necessarily mr\tpr. 
II. Next we prove 4fr\mr. 
By Lemma 2 there exists an operator Y: § ( 0 ' ) - ~ § ( 0 ) such that YS(0') = 
= S(G)Y and / j ( 5 ( 0 ' ) | 9 t ) = 0 , where 9i = ker Y. Let Yi be the restriction 
of Y to the subspace M=i>( i^ 1 )©. . .©§ ( \ j j r )©{0} of the Hilbert space 
5 ( 0 ' ) . Denote AT = diag [i/^, . . . , <j/r, /„•] (u '+r=#i) , 5 ( M ' ) = 5 ( 0 ' ) | 9 J i and 
91, = 91 HSR. Obviously, Y1S(M')=S(0)Y1 and A(5(M' ) |9 l 1 )=0 . On the other 
hand, ^ ( S ( A f ' ) | 9 l 1 ) = ^ ( S ( M ' ) ) | 9 l 1 = 0 . As ^AA = 1, the minimal function of 
5(M')|5R1 is 1, i.e. 9i1={0}. So Yx is an injective operator and 5 ( M ' ) -< 5 ( 0 ) . 
Now we have 5 ^ ) © . . . © 5 ( ^ r ) ~ S(M') -< 5(0)~5(/M 1)©5(/?J 2)©. . . . It follows 
as in I (or [6]) that i}/r\mT. Together with I this gives m r =^j r , thus finishing the 
proof. 
R e m a r k 1. We return now to the case of n finite. Then we can take ^ = d e t 0T 
(in an arbitrary choice of orthonormal bases of the defect spaces of T), Q=0£ 
(the adjoint matrix of QT). The theorem above gives r~5(i^1)ff i---©5(i/ '„) with 
"Ami1/'.- w h e r e i/',—det 0T/Si(0^). In the same time by [2] it holds J~5(<f n )©-- -
•••©5(<?1) with where S •)• F r o m the unicity of the Jordan model 
of T it follows ^ , = <fn_1+1 0 = 1, •••,«), i.e. 
d e t 0 r = <?,.(0i).<?„_ i+1(0 r), / = 1, . . . , « . 
We shall prove this relation directly, by using the following well-known fact 
(see e.g. [10]): 
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P r o p o s i t i o n . Let M be an nXn matrix (n finite) over the complex numbers, 
MA its adjoint matrix. Let M1 be an rXr submatrix of M formed by the rows i\,..., ir 
(ls/1<...</rsn) and the columns j\,...,jr (1 Let M2 be the 
(n-r)X(n-r) submatrix of MA obtained by leaving out of MA its i1,...,ir-th 
rows and j\, ..., jr-th columns. Then 
det M2 = (det M)"~r~1. det M1 • ( - l)c where c = 2 (ik + jk). 
k = 1 
Now let N be an «X« matrix over Hm. From the Proposition easily follows 9n_r{NÀ)={àetNr-r-x9r{N) (r=1,...,«) and <?n_r+1(NA)=2ln_r+1(NA)/S)n_r(NA) = 
= det N> &r_1(N)/S!r(N)=det NjSr{N), r= 1, . . . , « ; whence (1). 
R e m a r k 2. Let A=d\a%[(p, i¡/, <p, ip, ...], B—diag[(piJ/, (pij/, where <p,ij/£H°° are inner, (p, i / ^ l , <pAij/ = l. Then A and B are matrices inner from 
both sides with a scalar multiple <pij/. Obviously, A"=dia.g[\}/, <p,i]/, (p, ...], 
ő ű =d iag [ l , 1, . . . ]= / „ • According to Theorem 1 we have S(A)~ © Sfcpij/) = S(B). 
i 
An easy computation shows on the other hand that A and B are not quasiequivalent. 
This situation cannot happen in the case of finite matrices (see [1]). 
In the same manner the matrix A"=diag[^, (p, \j/, q>, ...] is not quasiequivalent 
to the diagonal matrix formed by its invariant factors diag[á,1(i4fl), ...] = =B°=Ia 
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